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in the years leading up to the massacre, tulsas greenwood district was a thriving hub of the black middle class, featuring a robust local black economy with money circulating between black residents, black banks, and black businesses. as with similar famed places such as memphis beale street, greenwood was an enclave of black flourishing at a time when the oppressive jim crow regime forced black communities to generate and maintain their own capital, largely cut off from the broader macro economy. the greenwood cultural center notes that this local economy had such good financial circulation that the average dollar would stay within the communitys network of households and firms for approximately 19 months before being spent elsewhere. clearly, the economic
consequences of the destruction of tulsas black wall street can still be felt today, in the notable absences described above. but to get a sense of just how much wealth was lost, below we also look at estimations of dollar amounts lost in the 1921 massacre. avihu ben-moshe, a member of the ramat gan city council and chair of the municipal comptroller committee, sent a letter to mayor carmel shama-hacohen urging that the street be reverted to its previous name, el al street, channel 12 reported. today, there is no black wall street in tulsa, and only 3% of the metro areas residents live in black-majority neighborhoods. given that the historic greenwood district was esteemed for its financial systems and services, we wanted to show how the massacre still impacts the district 100 years

later through loss of black economic power and changes in the black workforce.
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The Righteous (Scott Pleasure) is a leader and commander of the Grove Street Families, an African American street gang. He takes a strong interest in CJ. He feels that CJ has the qualities to be a leader of the street gangs. This interest is also apparent when he suggests to Big Smoke and Ryder that they work for
him. He tells CJ that the cops think CJ sold him out after Sweet's arrest and that he will protect him from the law. During the game, Righteous meets with CJ three times in order to get more evidence for his investigation. The Smoke (Michael Chlasciak) is a close friend and sometimes business partner of Carl's brother
Sweet. He used to be a member of the Grove Street Families. When Sweet's faction split, Smoke sided with Carl. Smoke initially tries to impress Sweet by doing dirty work for him. Eventually, Sweet reveals that Carl has been arrested and Smoke decides to help him. By accident, he gives the cops the information that

Carl was responsible for the death of his brother Brian. In December 1992, he meets with Carl in jail. Smoke then helps Carl to elude the police and so they can work for Ryder, who has a plan to kill Big Smoke and take over the Grove Street Families. Smoke later turns to the wrong side, working for the Bling and
selling drugs. In October 1995, he has a face-off with Sweet while they are at the Grove Street Families clubhouse. He is shot and killed. After Sweet's arrest, Smoke's family blames the Grove Street Families for the death of his brother, and he stabs Carl. The Oklahoma (Dustin Yellin) is a Grove Street Family member

who is seen riding in the back of a car with Smoke. He is recruited into the gang by Sweet after he returns from Liberty City, where he discovered that the Grove Street Families had been disrespected and then nearly killed by Joey. Sweet assigns him the task of working with CJ to restore the Grove Street Families'
membership and respect from their rivals in the Ballas. When the Grove Street Families pull off a major heist, Joey recruits Oklahoma and assigns him the job of cleaning up afterwards. He ends up protecting Oklahoma from the police. He is a short and stocky man with a prominent chin, a puffy face and a huge nose.
He wears glasses and is often seen wearing a blue sweatshirt that says “Bone Collector” in white letters. Oklahoma is the second cousin of Big Smoke and Ryder, his grandmother was related to Ryder, although she was his fourth cousin. When Big Smoke learns that Oklahoma survived a shootout and escaped from

police custody in Oakland, he remarks that he seems to be a "good family man" and later refers to him as a "pest" and "monster". 5ec8ef588b
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